
 As it is or after

minor 

corrections

The doctor can file a new version of his thesis

incorporating minor corrections under the following

conditions :

- Upon receipt by the library of the jury opinion form

- A single deposit within three months after defence

- Verification of compliance for archiving by the library

- In the absence of filing in time, the version of the 

thesis filed before defence will be permanently

archived and disseminated

" Fouls, misspellings, 

missing acknowledgments, 

conclusion to be qualified, 

missing reference, 

compliance of the cover

with the graphic charter 

validated by the university

... "

 Major 
corrections

The thesis can only be archived and disseminated after

major corrections. The doctoral student must submit,

under the responsibility of a designated jury member, a

new version of his thesis incorporating the major

corrections requested by the jury during the defence

under the following conditions :

- E-mail of the doctoral school certifying that the 

requested corrections were made (the validation of the 

corrections is organized by the doctoral school)

- A single deposit within three months after defence

- Verification of compliance for archiving by the library

- The issue of the diploma certificate is subject to the 

submission of the corrected thesis

" Appear on the minutes of 
defence "

In accordance with the decree of May 25, 2016, the doctoral student must file his

thesis, summary and keywords, in electronic format, to the university library, no later

than one month before the defence of the thesis, for archiving, reporting and ,

dissemination (excluding confidentiality clause) on the university intranet. This deposit

is mandatory and conditions the defence, the issuance of the provisional certificate of

achievement and diploma. Dissemination by the institution of the thesis validated on

the internet via the TEL server is subject to authorization by the author. The

confidentiality declared by the president of the university to respect the rights of the

industrial property is distinct from the embargo on the diffusion on the Internet which is

the choice of the sole author. During the defence, the jury indicates on the form "Jury

opinion on the archiving and dissemination of the thesis defended" if the thesis must be

archived and distributed "as it is or after minor corrections" or if it requires major

corrections.

How to use the form
« Avis du jury sur l’archivage et la diffusion de la 

thèse soutenue »


